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SUMMARY 

Although modern logistic market is IT-intensive, it is Ьlinkered and misspendly clustered Ьу 

information barriers. This usually leads to low volumes and high prices. Recent estimate [l] 

indicates that just under 80% of companies perform inefficient. The rough setting of perfect 

competition implies that logistic market could have been 5 times bigger without this losses. So 

IMMLA's mission is to make it easy for а cargo owner and freighters to connect and collaborate 

through decentralized service. The service uses Ыockchain and smart contract technology to 

eliminate the proЫem of trust, information barriers and legal costs. 

The Whitepaper describes logistic solution that combines the instant setting and contracting of 

multimodal shipping through the mechanism of oЬtaining the best price Ьу the freighters. ln 

logistics, there are many nuances that are difficult to take into account in one universal IT 

solution. Therefore, IMMLA assemЫed а consortium of experts from industry leaders to avoid 

shortcomings of potential competitors when creating the IMMLA multimodal transportation 

service. IMMLA is founded on the basis of SoftВusinessSolutions - IT-company with logistic 

focus, Global Transport lnvestments and Hellmann Worldwide Logistics - industry leaders Ьу 

market share, and Mera Capital - project management company that led over 5 successful IPOs. 
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PROBLEM 

PROBLEM OF TRUST. According to US-based research [2], the overall losses from economic 

crime in the transport & logistic sector varies from 8 to 30 billions of USD. lndustry is challenged 

to design contracts with partners and clients in а legally and fiscally correct way to avoid losses 

of $l 40 billions per year [3], while 20% of cargo is yet completely uninsured. 

Trust issues entail certain risks of opportunistic behaviour that are already included in the price of 

cargo transportation. 

- Risk of insolvency of cargo owner. Final payment for service is usually executed after the 

moment when а cargo owner accepts an object from а freighter. This forces freighters to run due 

diligence of cargo owners and charge premium for risk of possiЫe default on their liabilities. 

Logistic companies vary their fees in range of 30% and even back down on the deal depending on 

the reputation of а counterparty. 

- Risk of hidden damage. А freighter may damage а cargo and succeed in hiding it (even 

without knowing it) from а forwarder or next actor in transportation chain. lf а cargo owner ( or the 

last nexus of supply chain) receives defected goods, sometimes it is not possiЫe for company to 

demand а compensation in а court, since it does not know who exactly is responsiЫe for а 

damage. 

- Тах evasion risk. lf tax regulator suspects at least one party of supply chain in tax evasion, 

а cargo gets withdrawn or frozen. 

- Currency risk. Freighters and forwarders may set prices in currency which is different from 

operating currency. ln that case, Logistic company is forced to complement contract with 

overcharging fees in order to eliminate risk of currency devaluation. lt makes logistic services 

more expensive. 

- Underinsurance & risk of undercompensating. Most of the forwarding companies practice 

to insure only transportation losses, but not compensation of cargo damage. 

PROBLEM OF INFORMATION BARRIERS AND THUS HIGH PRICE. The costs of finding 

information about the carrier's tariff and transaction costs are critically high - due to market 

fragmentation and lacking of standardization for payment schemes, document flow, availability 

of additional services and taxation. lt makes market less competitive and seller-driven. Thus, а 

cargo owner challenges to know in advance and compare the price of transportation and make 

some time-costly due diligence. The proЫem impacts both cargo owners and freighters. For 
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instance, absence of common information space causes efficiency loss and delays due to 

lacking data оп empty containers. 

PROBLEM OF IDLE RUNS. Pendulum runs denote up to 50% efficiency losses in logistic sector 

[4]. The proЫem is that export/import balance is skewed in subregions, i.e. truck driver delivers а 

beverage from Parma to shiny Cosenza and returns empty because there is nothing to export out 

of Cosenza. Thus freighters tend to just douЫe its fees. 

SOLUTION 

There was а long way before we came up with logistic Ыockchain solution. First, hefty forwarders 

integrated tariffs in their ERP systems in order to make faster replies оп delivery requests. Then 

they went online, but small freighters started to use forums and informational dashboards for 

advertising its services. Finally, Uber-like cargo services emerged. Usually they offer 

transportation Ьу truck, so multimodal delivery is yet inaccessiЫe. Overall, centralised platforms 

cannot manage damage-tolerant, in-time and competitively-priced transportation, but new 

technologies may change the wind. 

Business strategy of а multimodal application is based оп providing customers with а 

fundamentally new way of interacting with logistics market. 

Pproblem of trust solution. Cargo transportation is monitored from the request till the 

successful closing of the deal. AII actions are recorded in the Ыockchain, which omits trust 

issues between parties; Smart contract, which will Ье approved at the beginning of shipment, 

will automatically execute mutual settlement according to data stored in Ыockchain. 

Moreover, IMMLA has commercial interest in the successful completion of cargo transportation 

for all parties. (Unlike the current web portals, where the main revenue is generated from 

subscriber payment/connection fees, and the service is not responsiЫe for the successful 

outcome). 

Risk of hidden damage. Online GPS tracking of cargo location, and the status of its 

damage in the moment with the use of Ыockchain technology; Оп the early stages IMMLA will 

integrate with existing tracking providers over their protocols (https, mqtt and other). Data will Ье 
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aggregated, unified and shown to end user. 

Risk of insolvency of cargo owner solution. Authorization of verified suppliers and solvent 

cargo owners increases overall degree of responsibility; IMMLA will issue personal licenses for 

suppliers through the modern DLT technology. Other entities are аЫе to get and verify this data. 

Currency and tax risk solution. AII payments through IMMLA service will Ье performed in а 

single currency- IMMLA token. 

Underinsurance & risk of undercompensating solution. Automatic cargo insurance covers 

not only the risk that evolves through possiЫe opportunistic behaviour of counterparties, but also 

the damage risk caused Ьу compelling force. 

ProЫem of information barriers, idle runs and high price solution. Common infospace 

indicates idle equipment and еnаЫе to implement data mining. That leads to significant delay 

rate decrease and overall higher efficiency. ln particular, forecasts help to lower ports load, 

lengthening planning horizon and dodging bottlenecks. 

Dutch auction means cheaper transportation - the principles of cost reduction due to competition 

using. The customer herself chooses an option of delivery that fits her in terms of price, terms 

and additional services. 

Relatively low fee for services (l % vs. 8-l 5% for conventional forwarders and l 0-25% for brokers) 

distinguishes IMMLA from sector competitors. 

Relational 

....____ 

- Exchanging 
information 
- Reduce 
uncertainty  

Environment 

- Reduce impact 
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Community 

- lmpact industry 
sector as а whole
- Promote
industry 
standards 

i 

Market 

transformation 

л 

Economic 

- Productivity 
gains 
- Cost savings 

- Competitive 
position 

- VisiЬility of pipeline 
information 
- ReliaЬility and 
responsiveness 
- VisiЬility of pipeline 
information 
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lntegration of а full cycle of cargo transportation into the functionality of one application will allow 

IMMLA to provide а valuaЫe service on the freight market: the business process with the IMMLA 

application are risk-backed, more profitaЫe and more reliaЫe than the direct interaction of 

freighters with cargo owners. 

MARKET SIZE 

The logistics sector, according to experts' estimates, is up to 6% of world GDP with а turnover of 

$ l 4 trillion а year in 20l 5. The freight market will retain its significant share in the global 

economy for а long time with the CAGR of 3%. Sector risks are tightened Ьу sustainaЫe growth 

drivers: global and regional division of labor and the population growth. 

IT solution for automating the process for choosing an effective transportation option is in 

demand Ьу both freighters and customers of forwarding companies. This is indirectly evidenced 

Ьу the following facts: 

Appetite for investment. During previous three years the amount of venture capital 

investments in IT-aggregators for freighting had achieved $ l 50 million. More than l О private 

equity deals were placed in the US, two in China, and several in Western Europe. Two IT-based 

forwarders (Cargomatic and Freightera) had achieved revenue of $ l О million per year each 1 ; 

IT-impact оп the market is significant (loT, communications, etc), but until recently this 

potential had not been used for the integration of IT platforms of standalone participants. For 

example, until now there is no IT solution that сап compile and implement multimodal 

transportation on а global scale. 

IMMLA plans to start testing the solution in the region of best fit, compared to other countries and 

regions Ьу criteria of market capacity, legal issues, operation costs, infrastructure and availaЫe 

expertise. 

And we have chosen Russian logistics market because of: 

1
estimates Ьу https://www.owler.com 
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1. Market capacity. Logistics industry in Russia produces 5.6% of GDP (the same figure for the

US - 2.7%, China - 2%). Russian forwarding services market is estimated at $l В per year and 5%

of logistics market turnover . Sprawling truck network, а large number of ports and the dominant

role of international trade will allow to have а good start the decentralized service IMMLA.

2. No special licensing. Unlike the legislation of other countries, in Russia, there is по license for

forwarding activities. This will allow the IMMLA team to avoid additional costs and to begin

searching for customers for beta testing and localize in the market in the tightest deadlines.

3. Developed IT-infrastructure. ln 20l 5 devices with GLONASS were installed into the l 00% of

Russian truck fleet and а data collection system for the location of trucks was introduced. This

will allow developers to implement ubiquitous online geo-tracking of cargo with the recording of

ownership transfers to the Ыockchain.

4. Close partnership. We have an agreement with Formag (GTI). lt is а holding of 30 companies

located in Europe and Asia. For 2 decades, it has the largest market share in the Ukrainian logistic

market and one of the first in Russian one. Company will provide pioneer users from its client

base in Russia for testing the application.

5. Legal status of cryptocurrencies. As to legal status of cryptocurrencies, is is accurate to say

about decriminalization of crypto-currencies in Russia than about their total legalization. The

Federal Тах Service considers operations with crypto-currencies as currency operations, and по

real measures aimed at suppression of turnover are currently being enforced Ьу law enforcement

agencies.

An expert analysis of the factors for estimating the potential market share was performed. There 

are applicaЫe conditions for the IMMLA to gain а l-2% share of the global market of forwarding 

services. IMMLA team expects to reach this figure after the widescale launch of the project. 

2 

 references [5]. 
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BUSINESS MODEL 

Monetization of IMMLA services occurs on the last step of each event of successful delivery in 

form of fee and instantly Ьу raising demand of tokens. 

ТаЫе l. What payment goes for what service 

"Price" of the Service 

Registration Ьу: 

- Consignor 

- Consignee 

Registration Ьу: 

- Freighter, 

- Warehouse logistics, 

- Freight Forwarding company, 

- Custom broker 

Passing the rating procedure 

Payment 
3 

Features provided 

Assessment of the transportation cost based on 

input data. 

Provision of requests for the organization of а 

freight/storage service with а limited response 

time. 

Search for applications for selected 

destinations. 

Underwriting of а transportation credit 

Cargo insurance 

GPS-tracking of а cargo 

Tracking damage to cargo 

Carrying out of payment of services of freighters 

Uploading the workflow to the customer's ERP 

system 

Offline customer support 

з On that step IMMLA receives fee of l %, which goes on the redemption and burning of tokens. 
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TOKEN APPRECIATION SCHEME 

Market 
Share 

new modules deve
lopment and 

expansion strategy 

Developers 
Fund 

Turnover 
� through 

the IMMLA 

Market 
Сар 
Growth 

Token Price 
Appreciates 

64% 

1% 

Tokens 
Burned 

Revenue 

36% 

Tokens 
Buy-out 

Our revenue aims are driven Ьу both new modules development (l) and expansion strategy (2). 

1. The development plan includes the phased development and implementation of modules in

the service. IMMLA will Ье gradually connected to the "forwarding", "air", "railway", "sea-cargo", 
"custom", and "warehouse" modules. 

- Firstly, is 20l 8 auto and sea-cargo modules will Ье launched because they represent best fit

of high demand for multimodal contracting and low implementation complexity. 
- ln 20l 9 the company plans to expand the range of services provided and to introduce the

possiЬility of organizing air transportation and customs services. 

- ln 2020, forwarding and warehouse modules will Ье implemented.
- ln 202l, IMMLA Railway module will Ье added.

2. Regional expansion strategy

- ln 20l 8, IMMLA service will Ье launched on the Russian trucking and sea container market.
- ln 20l 9-2020 the service will expand to the CIS countries.
- ln 202l the service will expand to markets of Europe, and China.
- Ву 2022 it is planned that IMMLA will spread the same way to the Asian region.
- After 2023 it is planned to use the service worldwide.

The first aim is to launch application and make Ml $ of revenue Ьу the end of 20l 8. 

The second aim is to localise in CIS, enhance application with air and custom modules and make 
Ml 0$ of revenue Ьу the end of 20l 9. 
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The third aim is to localise in Europe and China, add warehouse and forwarding modules 

application and make М25$ of revenue Ьу the end of 2020. 

The fourth and fifth aim is to make М50$ and Ml 00$ in 202l and 2022 respectively Ьу adding 

railway module, which is heavy to get into, but promising to share turnover of which. 

IMMLA REVENUE AIMS 
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IMMLA IMPLEMENTATION 
Terms & Definitions 

Entity - person who oЬtains permissions in IMMLA system. Entity is an active system user, 

(s)he initiates new actions and interacts with other users and subsystems. Each entity has puЬlic 

and private keys to create new transactions in Blockchain and to sign sensitive data. 

Oracle - legal entity that has а keypair, and signs transactions on request when а 

user-provided expression evaluates to true. 
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Terms of Services (ToS) - list of offers are provided Ьу entities. Offer consists of prices, 

conditions, restrictions, etc. 

Auction - IMMLA's market place to get best terms for Cargo Owner and to get new order for 

Carrier. Service loads data from Blockchain where Cargo Owner pushes orders and Carrier ToS. 

Carrier сап change their offers during auction. 

Cargo Owner - entity who passes IMMLA verification as delivery request initiator. 

Carrier - entity responsiЫes for cargo delivery. Carrier provides term of services, takes а 

participation in auction and delivers cargo to Cargo Owner. (S)he is responsiЫe for full delivery 

process. 

Delivery Analysis Service (DAS) - third party submodule. Service collects history of the 

deliveries Ьу different providers, gets IMMLA's requests for а new delivery, analyses the 

suggested terms of service, does corrections based on the user's requirements and ranking the 

final results. DAS also responsiЫe for auctions and for Cargo Owner recommendations, such as 

the best prices and conditions. 

Document Management Service (DMS) - third party submodule. Service operates with 

contracts between agents. Participants select comfortaЫe delivery and payment terms, fill 

generic forms and pul. 

Delivery Tracking Service (DTS) - IMMLA tracking service communicates with third party 

data providers. DTS aggregates incoming data belongs to the cargo delivery process. 
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USER STORY 

USING ТНЕ PLATFORM ВУ ТНЕ CARGO OWNER 

- lnstalling application

- Registration

- Entering data on the desired cargo transportation - Providing analysis of participants and

their work plans 

- Determination of the winner of the auction and the signing of the contract and applications

in electronic form. Opening of the transaction. 

- Sending of security payments

- Tracking of cargo location

- Automatic generation of primary documents (acts, invoices), signed Ьу electronic signature

- Evaluation of provided services and quality control.

USING ТНЕ PLATFORM ВУ А FORWARDER 

- lnstalling application on the mobile devices

- Registration

- ldentification of the Forwarder, the formation of tariffs, including the use of tariffs of

subcontractors with а саре for their own representation (Freighters within the platform) 

- Receiving notification of the auction

- Calculation of the cost of transportation based on the entered tariffs

- Signing of the contract in electronic form

- Adding an agreement to the Forwarder's profile

- Tracking of cargo location -

- Automatic generation of all goods and transport documents and primary documents (acts,

invoices) signed Ьу electronic signatures 

- Working with the claims of the parties -

- Clearing-off

- Closing of deal

CARGO OWNER & FORWARDER USE CASES 

- Estimates of the cost of transportation. The customer of transportation through the web 

interface requests the calculation of the transportation between two points. The service instantly 

gives the statistical cost and time of transportation options based on big data calculations. ln the 

presence of competitive sections of the route, а few hours after the end of the price auction of 

Forwarder, the customer is provided with an updated price. 
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- Purchasing of safe transportation. As soon as the customer chooses and confirms the 

transportation contract, IMMLA launches а smart contract with all the participants of the 

transportation and the insurance company. The customer's digital money comes directly into а 

smart contract that manages the transportation. The smart contract informs all participants of 

the instruction and starts to control the execution of the transportation. 

- Online monitoring of cargo. ln the interface of the IMMLA service, the data from the tracking 

GPS, the technical condition of the load, automatically loaded into the smart contract storage. 

USING А PLATFORM ВУ А FREIGHTER 

- lnstalling application on mobile devices

- Registration

- Freighters identification. Tariff entry

- Receipt of notification of the auction

- Provision of calculation of the cost of transportation based on the entered tariffs

- Signing the contract electronically

- Adding an agreement to the Freighter's profile

- Tracking the cargo location

- Automatic generation of all goods and transport documents and primary documents (acts,

invoices) signed Ьу electronic signatures 

- Work with the claims of the parties

- Clearing-off

- Closing of deal

FREIGHTER USE CASES 

- Sale of transport services. The Freighter notifies IMMLA about А-В locations of the 

unloaded transport. The service includes transportation of the Freighter in the design of 

transportations and makes offers on the contract or in participation in the auction for the 

opening the contract of transportation. 

- Guaranteed payment for services and operational document flow. The carrier successfully 

completes the transportation of the goods and transfers it to the cargo owner or to the next 

carrier. The consignee of cargo makes an electronic mark about acceptance of the responsibility 

for а cargo. Having received а mark, the smart contract carries out а cash settlement with the 

cargo carrier. Smart contract signs and provides from the cargo owner documents signed Ьу the 

EDS. 
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CROWDFUNDING STRUCTURE 

IMMLA will offer 184.336.400 IMMLA tokens in two tiers: pre-lCO and ICO. 

SYMBOL: IML 

What is а IML token: l 00% of the IML tokens represents l 00% ownership of the IMMLA 

platform. Tokens will Ье used on the Platform as а one of payment tool. Total number of 

announced IML tokens - 226.736.000. 

IMMLA redeems & burns tokens at the expense of 36% of transportation revenue. 

PRE-ICO OFFERING SIZE 

- 2 747 ЕТН (�$500К*)

- 14.284.4ОО IMMLA tokens (6,3%) to Ье sold

at pre-lCO price

- Pre-lCO is considered successful if more

than 825 ЕТН ($150К) collected, otherwise

all funds are transferred to pre-lCO

participants.

PRE-ICO PRICING MECHANISM 

- Pre-lCO exchange rate is

1 ЕТН = 5200 IML

1 IML = 0,000192 ЕТН

- -43% - Yield to the price in the ICO phase 

PRE-lCO TIMING 

- Start date: 15 July 2017

- End date: 30 July 2017

SECURE PRE-ICO OFFER 

ICO OFFERING SIZE 

- 46 718 ЕТН (�$12.1М*)

- 170.052.000 IMMLA tokens (75%) to Ье sold

at ICO price

*Ethereum price is taken at 1 ЕТН = 260 USD

(05/07/2017) 

ICO PRICING MECHANISM 

- ICO exchange rate is

1 ЕТН = 3640 IML

1 IML = 0,000275 ЕТН

ICOTIMING 

- Start date: 1 5 September 2017

- End date: 1 5 October 2017

- Multi-signature wallet

- IML tokens are issued for
investors only
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SECURE ICO OFFER 

- ICO funds held in Escrow

- Multi-signature wallet

- Tokens of Founders are non-transferaЫe

upon ICO completion - locked for 5 months

through а smart contract function



TIMELINE 

2016-2Q 2017 
pre-lCO 

ЗQ 2017 

ICO PERIOD 

4Q 2017 

1 Q 2018 RELEASE 

SALES START 
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- Team building and prototype development

- Development of an end-to-end business

process

- White Paper is completed

- EstaЫishing agreements with potential

freighters

- Development of smart contract scheme

- Start of an ICO

- Prototype of the platform is ready

- Beginning of alpha testing

- Development of infrastructure and

involvement of participants

- Organization and equipment of workplaces

- Until the end of 20l 7 the first Ыocks

(IMMLA Autotruck and Sea) of the system

are developed:

- Registration module;

- Module of applications and auctions

- Release of the beta version of the platform

- Until the end of l Q20l 8 the next Ыocks

(IMMLA Autotruck and Sea) of the system

are developed:

- Module of guarantees and additional

services;

- Tracking module
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Pavel DroЬintsev 

Mikhail Astakhov 
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Technical advisor 

Pavel has more than 15 years of experience in the field of 

programming. 9 years from them I worked in JSC Motorola, 

starting as the trainee to the high quality engineer. Then selected 

scientific operation within department of the I nformation and 

Controlling Systems of lnstitute of Computer Sciences and 

Technologies, the St. Petersburg Polytechnical University. Has 

experience in following areas: 

- verification of the software on the basis of use of the formal

methods

- object oriented programming and design

- web programming

- configuration management of а software

- test automation

- carrying out scientific research and implementation activities in

different development areas of а software

PhD in Technical Science, author of over 100 puЬlications including 

4 puЬlications in Scopus. 

Founder 

For more than ten years Mikhail is engaged in the international 

logistics. Не was executive vice-president for strategy and staff in 

the international transport holding Global Transport lnvestments, 

where his team developed and implemented staff management 

system, having increased productivity Ьу 65%, and also carried out 

the restructuring of the Russian branch of The company. Then 

Mikhail became а partner and was responsiЫe for the development 

of the Aistlog group. 

Since 2016 Mikhail is concentrated on the creation and start up of 

the IMMLA. Не carries out the selection of the main participants of 

the consortium, also he is responsiЫe for the interaction of the 

command managers, the strategy of the project development in the 

five-year horizon and implementation of professional expertise. 
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Ninel Tufino-Gerlakas 

Valeria Rasulova 

Soft Business Solutions 
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Leading analyst 

Qualified professional with over  years of experience in Business 

process engineering and business planning. Worked  in 

companies of industrial and energy sectors. Achievements: 

Carried out a restructuring of business processes of three 

enterprises (Inset, Fuelec, E ), significantly increased their 

profitability. While the key indicators of their financial plan 

deviated from the fact no more than .

Ninel is responsible for financial modeling and business analitic of 

IMMLA.

Higher graduate in finance of FINEC

Project manager 

Valeria has built a career in the investment-banking sector (Top 

Trader, Smart broker, etc). Where she has got expierence in a 

corporate finance project management. She independently 

conducted projects of private and public placement of bonds for 

construction and industrial companies.

She has perfect skills of PMBOK, Agile, ability of team&process 

building and going forward breaking the walls.

In IMMLA she manages the pre-ICO and ICO projects.

Partner 

As an IT company specializing in solutions for logistics business, 

the company offers expertise and software support for the 

development of the application. 

The company has experience in implementing lnternet services for 

access to payment and tracking information on cargo, bills 

of lading, bookings, and customs declarations for its customers. 

Soft Business Solutions uses advanced technological solutions in 

the field of user interface, storage systems, analysis and display 

tools, information security systems. 
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Formag 
Forwarding 

Partner 

Formag is Russian branch of the international group Global 

Transport Investments (GTI), forwarding leader within the territory 

of the Eastern Europe and Black Sea basin countries. GTI has been 

successfully operating with transport services market since 1992.

The company provides liner agency services; port agency and 

chartering brokerage services to container, Ro-Ro, bulkers, general 

cargo, cruise and navy vessels; and freight forwarding and 

multimodal shipments, including ocean freight and airfreight, as 

well as landside services.

Company’s role is to provide pioneer users from its client base in 

Russia for testing the application.

The team lists 5 experts in Ыockchain, р2р networks, skilled in Java, С++, С#, РНР, node.js, 

Solidity Haskell, ldris, Rust 
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